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A B S T R A C T   

Materials doped with the luminescent Eu3+ ion are attracting an ever-increasing amount of attention due to their 
potential applications in solid-state lighting, display devices, solar cells, or bioanalytics. But, why Eu3+? Unlike 
other lanthanides, its electronic features make the calculation of some physicochemical parameters quite 
straightforward, since they can be extracted directly from the emission spectrum. Highly appreciated for its 
reddish emission, the luminescent ion has also been widely used as a site-sensitive structural probe. With this in 
mind, this paper aims to offer easy guidance with helpful advice on how to interpret measurements of the 
emission spectra. It also presents the most useful tools for saving time, and gives a focused and practical 
explanation of the theoretical concepts involved.   

1. Introduction 

The term luminescence (from Latin lumen and essentia) was coined in 
1888 by the physicist Eilhard Wiedemann to distinguish incandescence 
(emission of light caused by heat) from other physical phenomena in 
which the emission of light did not depend exclusively on a rise in 
temperature [1]. When it comes to photoluminescence (a result of the 
de-excitation of absorbed photons), the trivalent europium ion (Eu3+) 
emerges as a crucial lanthanide (Ln3+) due to its top-notch optical 
properties. 

The application of Eu3+-doped materials, especially inorganic solids, 
covers a vast range of areas such as solid-state lighting, display devices, 
solar cells, optical detectors, medical imaging, and tumor detection, 
inter alia [2–4]. The current energy scenario comprises a globally 
increasing demand, with prices skyrocketing, and problems to guarantee 
a reliable supply of energy that is starting to have a significant impact on 
socio-economic welfare [5]. This situation has pushed the scientific 
community to become more committed than ever to developing 
cutting-edge materials, and energy-saving and energy-efficient tech-
nologies, with a particular focus on solid-state illumination [6,7]. 

The vast majority of papers, reviews, or books about Ln3+ lumines-
cence are intended for specialist audiences and experienced spectros-
copists, and leave non-experts struggling to follow them. To overcome 
this, in the past decade, two reviews have been published about the 
interpretation and comprehension of some misconceptions concerning 

the emission spectra of Eu3+-doped materials [8,9]. The detailed studies 
offer a good explanation of some interesting physical parameters of Eu3+

and structural properties, and provide examples of different compounds 
(complexes, hybrids, oxides, etc.). However, they do not go deeply 
enough into the common problems that scientists can find in a labora-
tory routine. 

Given the foregoing, this review intends to offer practical, easy 
guidance for researchers, with helpful advice in all the sections, as well 
as presenting the most promising tools (free software packages, data-
bases, examples, etc.) that can save them a lot of time in the calculation 
of some physicochemical parameters (phonon energies and refractive 
indices of the host lattices, color coordinates, branching ratios, asym-
metry ratio, and Judd Ofelt parameters). In addition, to facilitate a 
better comprehension of the physics involved, every section has a short 
theoretical background that starts from a basic knowledge perspective 
and raises possible questions that scientists may come up with. There-
fore, let scientists record the emission spectrum and Fiat lux. 

2. Electronic features 

2.1. Energy levels 

The electronic configuration of Eu3+ is [Xe]4f6. The 4f electrons can 
be arranged in different microstates in the seven 4f orbitals. These mi-
crostates are grouped into different terms of energy whose degeneracy is 
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given by the expression (2S + 1) (2L + 1), where S is the total spin 
quantum number and L is the total orbital angular momentum quantum 
number. 

In addition, the degeneracy of terms can be lost because of spin-orbit 
coupling, and a new parameter is introduced: J, the total angular 
quantum momentum, which takes values from |L + S|, |L + S| − 1, (…), 
to |L − S|. So, each value of J gives a different level of energy. If crystal- 
field effects are considered, these energy levels can also be divided into 
sublevels, commonly called Stark levels [10]. Fig. 1(a) depicts an energy 
diagram showing the different Eu3+ free-ion levels without considering 
the crystal-field effects because they depend on the host material. As an 
example, Fig. 1(b) highlights the theoretical Stark splitting of the 7F0 
levels of Eu3+-doped KPb2Cl5 with C2/Cs site symmetry as reported by C. 
Cascales et al. [11]. The energy values were obtained from Refs. [11,12]. 

2.2. Some basics about symmetry and electronic transitions 

In spectroscopy, electronic transitions are governed by selection 
rules, which determine whether such transitions can occur or not. By far 
one of the most widely known is the Laporte selection rule, which 
essentially states that for a transition to be allowed in centrosymmetric 
systems, the parity of the electronic states involved must change [13]. 
Understanding this selection rule from a theoretical point of view 
commonly requires a profound solid basis in quantum mechanics and 
group theory, as usually found in the literature [14]. With this in mind, 
this paper intends to offer a proper view of the fundamentals of elec-
tronic transitions without entering into details in great depth. 

The probability of an electronic transition occurring is related to the 
transition moment integral: 
∫ ∞

− ∞
Ψ*

i μ→ Ψf dτ= 〈Ψi| μ→|Ψf 〉 (1)  

where Ψi and Ψf are the wave functions of the initial and final states, 
respectively, μ→ is the transition moment operator, and dτ is the volume 
element. If this integral is zero, such electronic transition will not occur 
(it is forbidden). If the integral has a non-zero value, however, the 
transition will be allowed [15]. 

In order to know whether a transition is allowed or not, it is just 
necessary to determine the symmetry of the transition moment function 
Ψ*

i μ→ Ψf . Considering the symmetry labels for the initial (Γi) and final 
(Γf ) states, and for the operator of the transition being considered (Γμ), 
the direct product can be expressed as: 

Γi ⊗ Γμ ⊗ Γf (2) 

For the transition to be allowed, the decomposition of the direct 
product must strictly contain the totally symmetric irreducible repre-
sentation Γ1 (which is even with respect to all symmetry operations). Γ1 

can be denoted on a character table by one of the following Mulliken 
symbols: A, A′ , Ag, A1, A′

1 or A1g, depending on the symmetry group. 
Note that when considering centrosymmetric systems (with gerade, g, 
even symmetry) Γ1 ≡ Ag or A1g [16,17]. 

The 4f orbitals of lanthanide ions have u (ungerade, odd) symmetry, 
see Fig. 2. Therefore, for intraconfigurational transitions (4f-4f transi-
tions), we obtain that Γi ⊗ Γf ≡ u ⊗ u = g. Consequently, the viability 
of the transition taking place depends on the symmetry (parity) of the 
transition moment operator μ→, which is linked to the character of each 
electronic transition. If μ→ has u symmetry, then the direct product yields 
an ungerade symmetry (Γ1 ≡ u ⊗ g = u) and the transition is forbidden, 
since the corresponding decomposition cannot contain the gerade Ag/

A1g term. In contrast, if μ→ has g symmetry, the direct product yields a 
gerade symmetry (Γ1 ≡ g ⊗ g = g) and the transition is allowed, a pri-
ori. However, when considering the site symmetry of the Eu3+ ion 
embedded in the host lattice, it might be possible to obtain a gerade 
symmetry but with a term different to Ag/ A1g such as Eg or B1g, thus 
making the transition forbidden. 

Additionally, it is worth mentioning the relevance of polarized 
measurements in the acquisition of the emission spectrum of Eu3+- 
doped anisotropic crystals with non-cubic lattices. In these experiments, 
the emitted light is polarized and the presence of the emission bands is 
subjected to the site symmetry that occupies the dopant in the lattice and 
the corresponding selection rules [9]. In this case, the transition moment 
function would be defined by Ψ*

i μ→α Ψf , with α = x,y, z, depending on 
the polarization. If the operators μ→x, μ→y, and μ→z have different irre-
ducible representations, the selection rules for different linearly polar-
ized light are distinguishable. Further details can be found in Ref. [18]. 

2.3. Understanding the character of electronic transitions in lanthanides 

Depending on their dipole nature, we can group the electronic 
transitions of Ln3+ ions into three types: electric dipole (ED), magnetic 
dipole (MD), and electric quadrupole (EQ) transitions [9]. 

Most of the transitions observed in the luminescence spectra of Ln3+

ions are electric dipole transitions. Such a transition arises as a conse-
quence of the interaction of the lanthanide ion with the electric field 
component of light by generating an electric dipole. The creation of a 
dipole involves a linear motion of the charge. The electric dipole oper-
ator P→ has u symmetry. Therefore, intraconfigurational ED transitions 

Fig. 1. (a) Energy level diagram for the Eu3+ free-ion (not considering crystal 
field effects). (b) Example of the Stark splitting of the 7F0 levels due to the 
crystal field effect in a Eu3+-doped sample of KPb2Cl5. 

Fig. 2. Shape of two 4f atomic orbitals highlighting in lilac the planar and 
conical nodes, whose interjection point generates the inversion center (i). Yel-
low zones represent regions where the wave function Ψ is positive, while the 
red regions denote negative values. f orbitals are ungerade, since the symmetry 
operation ̂iΨ(x, y, z) ∕= − Ψ(x, y, z), where ̂i is the symmetry operator of i. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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are forbidden. Notwithstanding, when the Ln3+ ions are subjected to a 
crystal field, the selection rules are relaxed and the transitions become 
partially allowed. One of the main contributions of this relaxation is 
ascribed to the J-mixing effect, which points out that states with 
different J quantum numbers can be mixed due to the crystal field po-
tential and can lead to a change in the energy level positions [19]. From 
a theoretical point of view, these mixed states are reflected on the 
expression of the crystal-field Hamiltonian because additional terms are 
introduced. As the ED transitions observed in the luminescence spectra 
of lanthanides come about as a result of a perturbation, they are weaker 
than ordinary (or free-ion) ED transitions, so they are usually called 
induced electric dipole transitions. 

On the other hand, magnetic dipole transitions originate from the 
interaction of the lanthanide ion with the magnetic field component of 
light by generating a magnetic dipole. Magnetic dipole radiation can be 
visualized as a rotational displacement of the charge. Since the direction 
of rotation does not change when applying an inversion with respect to 
an inversion center, the magnetic dipole operator M→ has g symmetry 
and, therefore, 4f-4f magnetic dipole transitions are allowed. Moreover, 
the intensity of this type of transition is relatively independent of the 
environment of the Ln3+ ion in the crystal lattice. This independency is 
ascribed to the fact that no crystal field effects are expected to affect MD 
transitions since the magnetic susceptibility (in a nonmagnetic medium) 
is the same as for vacuum. Consequently, the crystal field wave functions 
are not needed in the calculation of the intensities of MD transitions and 
only the free-ion wave functions are considered. Thus, a simple cubic 
dependence of the MD transition rate, AMD, can be established with the 
refractive index of the material, n [20–22]. 

Finally, electric quadrupole transitions arise from charge displacement 
with a quadrupole nature. An electric quadrupole consists of four-point 
charges with a net charge and dipole moment equal to zero. We can 
visualize it as two dipoles joined in such a way that their dipole moments 
cancel each other out [23]. The electric quadrupole operator Q→ has g 
symmetry and EQ transitions are allowed. However, although there are 
theoretical calculations that postulate the existence of these transitions, 
there is still no experimental evidence supporting them. For better 
comprehension, Fig. 3 plots the electric dipole P→, magnetic dipole M→, 
and electric quadrupole Q→moments for a particular distribution of point 
charges. 

3. Some useful considerations about the emission spectra 

3.1. General assignment of the bands 

In an emission spectrum of Eu3+, the bands observed are commonly 
associated with the 5D0→7FJ transitions, since 5D0 is the metastable and 
lowest-lying excited state. Emissions from higher excited states (5D1,2,3) 
to the 7FJ levels can also be detected in some crystal matrices, although 
low phonon energy is required, as will be addressed later on. Thus, for 

the vast majority of researchers, special interest must be paid to 5D0→7FJ 
transitions, especially for J = 0–4, since the 5D0→7F5,6 ED transitions 
(λem > 750 nm) are hardly ever detected with conventional spectroflu-
orometers due to sensitivity reasons [24]. Table 1 summarizes the 
character of the main transitions and the approximate region of the 
emission spectrum in which the corresponding bands usually appear (in 
wavelength, wavenumber, and eV units) [25–27]. It has also to be 
mentioned that due to the crystal field effect generated by the sur-
rounding ions of Eu3+ in the host lattice, the 5D0→7FJ transitions can 
have different components depending on the site symmetry, as will be 
discussed later in Section 6. An example of this splitting has been 
illustrated previously in Fig. 1(b). 

3.2. The phonon energy and how to properly discriminate emissions from 
higher excited states 

Most of the compounds containing Eu3+ possess a reddish emission 
due to the presence of 5D0→7FJ transitions. In a common excitation 
spectrum of Eu3+ (which is recorded fixing the emission wavelength), 
the band corresponding to the 7F0→5L6 transition (≈395 nm) usually has 
the highest intensity (without considering possible charge transfers from 
the host lattice). According to the energy level diagram depicted pre-
viously in Fig. 1, when Eu3+ ions are excited to the 5L6 state, rapid non- 
radiative multiphonon relaxations usually occur and Eu3+ ions reach the 
metastable and lowest-lying excited state (5D0), from which the transi-
tions to the 7FJ ground state manifold take place [28]. Therefore, as this 
de-excitation process is fast, the luminescence from the upper 5DJ states 
is not usually observed [29]. The presence of bands associated with 
emissions from the higher excited states (5D1,2,3) critically depends upon 
two factors: (1) the phonon energy of the host lattice, and (2) the con-
centration of Eu3+ ions. 

The cut-off phonon energy of a host lattice can be ascribed to the 
highest-energy vibrational mode. Ideal host materials should therefore 
have low lattice phonon energies to avoid luminescent quenching pro-
cesses and reach high quantum yields. Host materials containing heavy 
halides (Cl, Br, I) display very low cut-off phonon energies (generally 
below 300 cm− 1), but their hygroscopic nature and low chemical sta-
bility prevent them from being applied to practical uses. On the other 
hand, oxides exhibit good chemical stability, although they commonly 
present higher phonon energies (>550 cm− 1) and consequently the 
quantum yields tend to be low [30]. In contrast, fluoride-based materials 
not only have good chemical stability but also low phonon energies 
(300–550 cm− 1), which makes them exceptional host materials for 
luminescent ions [31,32]. Table 2 summarizes the cut-off phonon energy 
of some common host lattices used for Ln3+ doping [33–35]. For the 
specific examples, most of the values were obtained from the 
JARVIS-DFT database [36]. This repository is focused on density func-
tional theory (DFT) predictions of material properties, especially for 
crystalline materials. JARVIS-DFT is a part of the NIST-JARVIS project 
(National Institute of Standards and Technology-Joint Automated Re-
pository for Various Integrated Simulations). This database and tools 
since they contain very useful information for the description of host 
lattices, especially taking into account their (electro/thermo)dynamic 
features. 

On this basis, host lattices with low phonon energy that also contain 
low doping concentrations of trivalent europium will probably exhibit 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the electric ( P→) and magnetic (M→) dipole 
moment, and electric quadrupole (Q→) moment for a distribution of 
point charges. 

Table 1 
Band assignment of the main electronic transitions of Eu3+ and dipole character.  

Transition Character λem (nm) Energy (cm− 1) Energy (eV) 
5D0→7F0 ED 580 17,250 2.15 
5D0→7F1 MD 590 16,700 2.10 
5D0→7F2 ED 615 16,300 2.00 
5D0→7F3 ED 650 15,400 1.90 
5D0→7F4 ED 690 14,500 1.80  
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emission lines from the different 5DJ excited states covering the whole 
visible spectral region that can yield a global white light emission: 5D3 
(blue), 5D2 (blue-green), 5D1 (green-yellow), and 5D0 (orange-red) [37]. 
As an example, Fig. 4 shows the emission spectrum of 1 mol% 
Eu3+-doped CaIn2O4 prepared by X. Liu et al. [38]. 

Furthermore, as previously outlined, another substantial aspect to 
take into account is the Eu3+ concentration in the material. If the con-
centration is high, the Eu3+–Eu3+ distance shortens and cross-relaxation 
phenomena become more probable. This non-radiative process involves 
partial energy transfer between two neighboring Eu3+ ions in the crystal 
lattice. Thus, the energy emission is quenched in favor of the lower 
energy level emission according to different mechanisms [39,40]. In 
order to make this physical process easier to understand, Fig. 5 depicts 
different schemes regarding the cross-relaxation process that can occur 
from the different excited states between two Eu3+ ions. The energy 
levels of each ion are represented in different colors (red and blue) and 
the partial energy diagrams have been plotted so as to visualize the 
similarity between the energy gaps at first glance. 

After addressing the main concepts concerning the emission from 
higher excited states, one of the major problems to face is how to 
discriminate these emissions and properly assign the corresponding 
bands of the whole emission spectrum of a Eu3+-doped sample. When 
emissions from all the 5DJ excited states (or some of them) take place, 
the mixing (convolution) of some bands is expected due to the small 
energy difference of different transitions, especially in the yellow- 
orange region of the spectrum, where the significant 5D0→7F1,2 

transitions appear. The simplest way to discriminate the transitions 
occurring from the higher excited states (5D1,2,3) from those occurring 
from the lowest-lying excited state (5D0) is to record the emission 
spectrum of a sample at different detector delay times (DT). Increasing 
the DT will suppress the emissions from the 5D1,2,3 higher energy states, 
since they have shorter lifetimes in comparison with transitions from the 
5D0 ground state. 

As an example, Fig. 6 shows the emission spectra of α-KY3F10 powder 
doped with 1 mol% Eu3+ [41]. With a DT = 0.2 ms, the spectrum ex-
hibits a complex behavior due to the mixing of 5D0–3→7FJ transitions. 
However, when the DT is increased to 10 ms, only the contribution of 
5D0→7FJ transitions is observed. See, for instance, the difference in the 
peak splitting in the yellow-orange region of the spectrum (three com-
ponents with DT = 0.2 ms, and two components with DT = 10 ms). 

3.3. The emission color: CIE xy coordinates 

In Solid State Science, the description and quantification of the 
emission color of a phosphor are of paramount relevance, since it allows 
comparison with other materials and provides a direct connection with 
the luminescence spectral features. The color of any visible light emis-
sion can be illustrated using the CIE (Commission Internationale de 
l’Eclairage) 1931 chromaticity diagram, also known as the CIE xy dia-
gram, which is a universally accepted system for representing the 
composition of color through three primary colors (blue, green, and red) 
[42,43]. 

The calculation of color coordinates is based on the formulations of 
the CIE system set up in 1931. As color is three-dimensional, it can be 
characterized by an (x, y, z) set, where the different coordinates corre-
spond to the red, green, and blue components, respectively. Notwith-
standing, given that x + y + z = 1, it is enough to define an (x, y) pair to 
represent the color in a plane (2D) graph, since the z coordinate can be 
inferred from the other two. The white light emission point is located at 
the center of a CIE xy diagram, Fig. 7, with chromatic coordinates x =
0.33 and y = 0.33 [44,45]. 

The xy coordinates can be calculated from the emission spectrum of a 
phosphor using different equations described in the literature [46]. 
However, sometimes it can be time-consuming but different free soft-
ware packages and computational tools are available online. Some 
useful examples are: GoCIE [47], CIE Coordinate Calculator (works with 
a MATLAB routine) [48], and Chromaticity Diagram (a complement to 
be used in Origin) [49]. The file containing the emission spectrum data 
can be uploaded, the chromatic coordinates are calculated, and they can 
also be plotted in a CIE diagram. 

4. The asymmetry ratio 

4.1. Determination of the branching ratios 

A theoretical approach for branching ratios can be used to predict the 
intensity of different emission lines [50]. However, most of the emphasis 
is commonly placed on the experimental branching ratios (βJ), which 
can be obtained directly from the emission spectra of the lanthanide ion 
taking into account the relative areas of the bands. For example, 
considering the 5D0→7FJ transitions of Eu3+, the general expression for 
βJ is: 

βJ =
I0J

∑
I0J

(3)  

where I0J is the integrated intensity of the 5D0→7FJ transition. 
Once the different βJ have been calculated, several physicochemical 

parameters can be obtained. As regards studies about Eu3+ luminescence 
in the literature, the most calculated and discussed parameter is the 
asymmetry ratio (R). Europium is highly appreciated among the scien-
tific community due to its feature of acting as a symmetry-sensitive 

Table 2 
Cut-off phonon energy (PE) of some common host lattices used for Ln3+ doping 
and some specific examples.  

Host lattice PE (cm− 1) Example PE (cm− 1) 

Borate 1300–1400 YBO3 1300 
Phosphate 1000–1200 YPO4 1050 
Silicate 900–1100 Y2Si2O7 1060 
Vanadate 800–900 YVO4 890 
Titanate 600–800 CaTiO3 640 
Aluminate 600–800 YAlO3 650 
Simple oxide 550–900 Y2O3 600 
Indium-based oxide 450–600 CaIn2O4 475 
Oxyfluoride 400–600 YOF 470 
Fluoride 300–550 YF3 475 
Chloride 200–300 YCl3 260 
Bromide 170–250 YBr3 215 
Iodide 150–200 YI3 190  

Fig. 4. Emission spectrum of 1 mol% Eu3+-doped CaIn2O4 recorded under an 
excitation wavelength of 397 nm. The inset shows a luminescent photograph 
with the resulting white light emission. Adapted with permission 
from Ref. [38]. 
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spectroscopic probe, as will be discussed later on. The intensity of the 
5D0→7F1 MD transition is relatively independent of the site symmetry of 
Eu3+ ions, while the 5D0→7F2 ED transition has a hypersensitive char-
acter, i.e., it is affected to a large extent by the surroundings and crystal 
field of Eu3+ [51]. Therefore, the asymmetry ratio can shed some light 
on the local environment of this particular lanthanide. Defining I02 and 
I01 as the integrated intensity of the 5D0→7F2 and 5D0→7F1 transitions, 
respectively, R can be extracted from the branching ratios: 

R=
I02

I01
=

β2

β1
(4) 

It is important to note that researchers must avoid the calculus of this 
parameter using absolute intensities of the bands rather than integrated 
intensities. 

4.2. The Jacobian transformation: to do, or not to do 

The most common way of recording and presenting the signal data of 
absorption, emission, or excitation spectra as a function of the electro-
magnetic spectrum is in wavelength units. However, from a physical 
point of view, the data should be presented as a function of energy for 
the cases in which the quantitative analysis of the emission spectra is 
required. Converting wavelength to energy units (e.g., eV) is quite 
straightforward using the familiar equation: 

E=
h c
λ

(5)  

where h is Planck’s constant and c, the speed of light in vacuum. 

Fig. 5. Possible cross-relaxation mechanisms occurring between two neighboring Eu3+ ions in the crystal lattice.  

Fig. 6. Emission spectra obtained with delay times (DT) of 0.2 and 10 ms upon 
excitation at 395 nm for 1 mol% Eu3+-doped α-KY3F10. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [41]. 

Fig. 7. CIE chromaticity diagram. The white light emission point is located at 
its center (indicated with an empty circle in the figure). 
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Expressing h in eV⋅s, c in nm⋅s− 1, and λ in nm, the above expression 
results in: 

E (eV)=
1239.84
λ (nm)

(6) 

Although it might appear that with this transformation everything is 
solved, it must be recalled that a change in the units of the abscissa axis 
must also imply a conversion of the signal values (intensity), if not, the 
integrated area under the curve will differ [52]. This conversion of I(λ)
to I(E) is called Jacobian transformation. Then, in order to express the 
signal values properly, the following operation must be applied: 

I(E)= I(λ)
h c
E2 = I(λ)

λ2

h c
= I(λ)

λ(nm)
2

1239.84
(7) 

At this point, the question that probably comes to mind is whether or 
not the Jacobian transformation should be performed to calculate the 
asymmetry ratio accurately, since it is derived from integrated areas. 

The use of the Jacobian transformation in an emission spectrum with 
narrow bandwidth peaks, as is normally the case for Ln3+-doped mate-
rials, does not have any prominent effects. However, if the spectra have 
broad bands, this transformation plays a crucial role and must be 
applied. For further details, see the work of Mooney and Kambhampati 
addressing this issue [53]. To prove that the Jacobian transformation is 
not usually required in well-defined emission spectra of Eu3+, Fig. 8 
presents the same data in different units and the resulting asymmetry 
ratio value. As highlighted, the difference in the value of R (0.02) is more 
than negligible. To summarize, the Jacobian transformation can be 
neglected for the calculation of the asymmetry ratio in the majority of 
cases. 

4.3. Avoid emissions from higher excited states 

As previously discussed in Section 3.2, when a Eu3+-doped sample 
exhibits emission lines corresponding to transitions from higher excited 
states (5D1,2,3), the emission spectra should also be recorded increasing 
the DT of the detector so as to effectively suppress the contribution of 
these transitions. If this experiment is not carried out, substantial errors 
can be made in the calculation of some physicochemical parameters of 
Eu3+. To underscore this fact, Fig. 9 (Fig. 6 magnified in the region of 
interest) depicts the emission spectra of a sample recorded at two 
different DT. The values of the asymmetry ratio change notably (0.21). 

4.4. “Unexpected” values and controversy about the asymmetry ratio 

A broad statement in the literature about the asymmetry ratio is that 
the higher the R values are, the more deviation of the Eu3+ site from a 
centrosymmetric geometry there is. In other words, low values of the 
asymmetry ratio are expected, a priori, when Eu3+ ions are located in 

crystal sites with an inversion center [54]. The detailed works of Tanner 
[8] and Binnemans [9] highlighted that distortions or deviations from 
the centrosymmetric geometry of Eu3+ generally increase R, but great 
caution must be paid when comparing the asymmetry ratios of different 
crystal structures because the 5D0→7F2 transition probability also de-
pends on the shape of the coordination polyhedra (as well as the coor-
dination number), and the nature of the ligands (or surrounding ions) 
[55]. Therefore, sometimes it can be obtained “unexpected” R values 
(very small or large) that do not follow the incorrect general statement 
of the asymmetry ratio tendency. 

A good example can be found considering Eu3+-doped YF3. In the 
orthorhombic YF3 crystal structure, Y3+ ions are located at a site with Cs 
symmetry (which is also the crystallographic symmetry for Eu3+ ions 
replacing Y3+). Of course, Cs is a low symmetry point group (only σh and 
E operations are possible), and without an inversion center. Hence, one 
could wrongly expect to obtain high R values (higher than unity, since 
the lack of an inversion center could imply the domination of the 
5D0→7F2 transition in the emission spectrum), but asymmetry ratio 
values in the range 0.3–0.5 are obtained [41,56,57]. In fluoride-based 
materials, it has been quite common to find that the 5D0→7F1 MD 
transition dominates over the 5D0→7F2 ED transition. The explanation 

Fig. 8. Emission spectra of 1 mol% Eu3+-doped α-KY3F10 presented in (a) wavelength and (b) energy units. The asymmetry ratio is indicated for both cases.  

Fig. 9. Emission spectra obtained with a delay time (DT) of 0.2 and 10 ms upon 
excitation at 395 nm for 1 mol% Eu3+-doped α-KY3F10. 
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lies in the high ionicity of Eu–F bonds, which allows only a little 
admixture of opposite parity states to the Eu3+ f-states, and it makes the 
ED transition less favorable and thus with low intensity [58]. 

Hence, it would be wrong stating that Eu3+ ions are located at 
centrosymmetric sites in orthorhombic YF3 due to the low R values 
obtained. 

5. Judd Ofelt parameters of Eu3þ

5.1. Theory and applications: a 60-year history 

Occasionally, history is witness to unprecedented, peculiar, unique 
coincidences in science, as was the appearance of the Judd Ofelt (JO) 
theory 60 years ago. On August 1, 1962, two independent papers (by 
two authors who had never met in person) saw the light simultaneously: 
Brian R. Judd published his work Optical Absorption Intensities of Rare- 
Earth Ions in the journal Physical Review [59], while George S. Ofelt’s 
paper entitled Intensities of Crystal Spectra of Rare-Earth Ions appeared in 
The Journal of Chemical Physics [60]. These two articles have been 
considered a breakthrough in the field of rare-earth spectroscopy. They 
laid the foundations of what we now know as the JO theory, which in 
essence is the most powerful tool in optical spectroscopy for the theo-
retical calculation and prediction of physicochemical parameters of 
lanthanides and actinides in solids and solutions. The great advantage of 
the JO theory is that physical parameters such as dipole oscillator 
strengths, emission intensities, radiative lifetimes, or quantum effi-
ciencies can be calculated by simply using three material-dependent 
parameters (the famous JO parameters Ω2, Ω4, and Ω6) and 
material-independent squared reduced matrix elements of the unit 
tensor operator connecting the levels of the transitions of interest 
(abbreviated as U2, U4, and U6) [61,62]. The values of Uλ (λ = 2, 4, 6) 
have been tabulated [63,64] and are widely considered invariant for a 
given Ln3+ ion because the position of the J levels is weakly affected by 
the surrounding ions/atoms [65]. 

After this brief introduction, one could ask oneself: what is the 
practical application of the JO parameters in Eu3+-doped materials? 
Does this theory deserve its prestige? The answer is an unequivocal 
“yes”. Since the appearance of those two initial pieces of research, a 
plethora and constantly growing number of papers have been published. 
To support this phenomenon, Fig. 10(a) shows the number of papers 
including the word “Judd Ofelt” published over the years as determined 
by Scopus (accessed in October 2022). Perhaps the most outstanding 
feature is the rapid growth of use of this theory for Eu3+-doped com-
pounds, as highlighted in Fig. 10(b). The number of papers published 
was also determined by Scopus by combining the word “Judd Ofelt” 
with “europium”, “Eu”, or “Eu3+”. 

5.2. The particular case of Eu3+

Traditionally, JO parameters are determined from the absorption 
spectra of Ln3+-doped materials [50]. For the vast majority of rare-earth 
ions, the calculation of the JO parameters requires a complex mathe-
matical algorithm and also extensive knowledge of quantum mechanics. 
Readers interested in an in-depth explanation can consult some worthy 
detailed works in the literature [66,67]. However, the scope of this 
paper is to provide practical, easy guidance for researchers so they do 
not have to deal with tedious calculations, rather than just describing the 
JO equations in full once again, which is something that has already 
been carried out in many studies. 

Unlike other trivalent lanthanide ions, the electronic characteristics 
of Eu3+ make the calculation of the JO parameters quite straightfor-
ward, since they can be extracted directly from the emission spectrum. 
Among all the 5D0→7FJ transitions, only 5D0→7F1 has a magnetic dipole 
character, while the rest of the transitions are (induced) electric dipole, 
see Table 1. As previously stated, the dipole strength of MD transitions is 
independent of the environment of the Ln3+ ion in the host lattice and 
can be calculated by theory. The dipole strength is directly related to the 
emission rate (Aif ) of a Ψi → Ψf transition. Thus, the emission rate for the 
5D0→7F1 transition is defined as: 

A01= n3 (A01)vac (8)  

where n denotes the refractive index of the material and (A01)vac is the 
MD transition rate in vacuum (14.65 s− 1). Such electronic particularity 
allows us to use this transition as a reference for the rest of the 5D0→7FJ 
transitions. 

In addition, another important aspect that makes the calculation of 
Ωλ quite easy is the fact that all the squared reduced matrix elements Uλ 

are zero except for the 5D0→7F2,4,6 transitions [68], as outlined in 
Table 3. 

The Ω2 parameter has been associated with the polarizable and co-
valent character of the Ln3+ ion. Thus, it provides useful information 
about the crystal environment of Eu3+ and is considered a short-range 
parameter [60,69,70]. The reason why the asymmetry ratio R and the 
Ω2 parameter in practice provide the same information is that a direct 

Fig. 10. Number of papers published including the word (a) “Judd Ofelt”, and (b) “Judd Ofelt” plus “europium”, “Eu”, or “Eu3+”. Data were extracted from the 
Scopus database (accessed in October 2022). 

Table 3 
Reduced matrix elements for the 5D0→7FJ ED transitions of Eu3+.  

Transition U2 U4 U6 

5D0→7F0 0 0 0 
5D0→7F2 0.0032 0 0 
5D0→7F3 0 0 0 
5D0→7F4 0 0.0023 0 
5D0→7F5 0 0 0 
5D0→7F6 0 0 0.0002  
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relation between them can be derived for a given material: 

Ω2 = kR (9)  

where k is a constant (see Ref. [71] for further details). Therefore, 
interpreting the Ω2 requires the same caution as with the asymmetry 
ratio in order to avoid misleading conclusions. 

Conversely, Ω4 and Ω6 show the long-range effects and are affected 
by the viscosity and rigidity of the host lattice [72], although it is quite 
complicated to obtain the Ω6 parameter from the emission spectra due to 
the instrumental limitations and the low intensity of the 5D0→7F6 
transition. In most cases, this is why only the discussion of Ω2 and Ω4 is 
contemplated for Eu3+-doped materials. It should also be noted that for a 
correct calculation of the JO parameters from the emission spectrum, the 
emission from higher excited states, if present, must be suppressed by 
increasing the DT of the detector, as previously discussed. 

5.3. Calculus by computational programs 

In this section, the most promising tools are briefly presented to 
calculate the aforementioned parameters of Eu3+ using free software 
packages available online. 

To calculate the physicochemical parameters from the experimental 
emission spectrum, there are two main application software packages of 
interest: LUMPAC [73] and JOES [74]. LUMPAC was developed in 2014 
and allows the calculation of the JO parameters (Ω2 and Ω4), radiative 
(Arad) and non-radiative (Anrad) emission rates, and quantum efficiencies 
(η). It must be highlighted that if we are only interested in these pa-
rameters, the application interface is very easy. LUMPAC also integrates 
three additional modules that are devoted to other luminescent features, 
such as calculating ground state geometries of systems containing Ln3+

ions. However, to be able to use these extra modules, it is necessary to 
work with MOPAC [75] and ORCA [76], which are programs based on 
semiempirical quantum chemistry that require a higher degree of 
knowledge about computation. 

Some years later, in 2019, the JOES software package was released to 
complement and improve the existing JO parameterization of the 
emission spectrum. In addition to the physicochemical parameters ob-
tained by LUMPAC, JOES derives other quantities: the branching ratios 
(both experimental and theoretical), emission cross-sections (σe), and 
the CIE xy coordinates. It must be highlighted that although the CIE 
coordinates and diagram can be plotted, we suggest using the previously 
mentioned GoCIE program for graphical representations because colors, 
legends, text size/font, and so on can be configured as desired. 

As explained above, the Ω6 parameter is seldom obtained from the 
emission spectra because the 5D0→7F6 transition (810–840 nm) is 
commonly outside the limits of detection of the equipment. Moreover, 
this transition is also very weak due to the low value of the reduced 
matrix element U6 (0.0002) and is therefore practically irrelevant for 
describing the emission features. Notwithstanding, we must recall that 

in the absorption and excitation spectra, the 7F0→5L6 transition (see 
Section 3.2) tends to be the dominant one. Hence, for these spectra, Ω6 
(which is only related to this transition) has far more relevance. To 
overcome this problem, recently, in 2022, the JOEX software has been 
developed [77], which allows calculation of the three JO parameters 
from the excitation spectrum. Fig. 11 compares the JO parameterization 
with the corresponding transitions using the excitation and emission 
spectra. 

5.4. No data available for the refractive index 

Even though refractive indices for the most common materials can be 
found in the literature, it could be that some of them are not included in 
such databases, especially when working with novel materials, different 
crystal phases, solid solutions, or different doping concentrations. Since 
the refractive index is required for the calculation of the JO parameter 
and derivation of other substantial physicochemical parameters, finding 
an alternative solution is a matter of concern, since having no data 
available for the refractive index means that no calculations are possible. 
Herein it is referred a simple theoretical approach that can overcome 
this problem, without the need to perform ellipsometry measurements 
that might be complicated for some kinds of materials. 

Previous to going deeper into this approach, it is worth mentioning 
the concept of birefringence, which is defined as the optical property of a 
material that differs by polarization and light propagation [78]. Bire-
fringence occurs in anisotropic crystals with non-cubic lattices. There-
fore, different refractive indices of the materials can be determined 
depending on the light polarization [79]. Mainly, two types of crystals 
can be distinguished: uniaxial and biaxial. Uniaxial crystals are char-
acterized by one optical axis and two refractive indices: no (ordinary) 
and ne (extraordinary). On the other hand, biaxial crystals can be 
described by two optical axis and three refractive indices: nx, ny, and nz. 
The calculation of the birefringence for biaxial crystals is complex, while 
for the uniaxial materials, it is expressed as: 

Δn= ne − no (10) 

For some crystals, the birefringence value is relevant since it can be 
in the order 0.1–0.2, as in phosphate-type lattices [80]. After these 
considerations, the mean refractive index of a material (n) can be 
calculated for anisotropic crystals as n = (2no +ne)/3 for uniaxial crys-
tals, and n = (nx +ny +nz)/3 for biaxial crystals [81]. 

The mean refractive index of a compound can be calculated 
following the procedure described by Shannon and Fischer using the 
Anderson-Eggleton equation, which is based on ion polarizabilities 
[81–83]. They calculated the polarizability parameters from data 
recorded at a wavelength of 589.3 nm. Therefore, the equations yield the 
mean refractive indices at 589.3 nm. However, the spectral region in 
which the 5D0→7F1,2,4 transitions occur (600–700 nm) is very close to 
589.3 and only small changes in n values are expected. For most 

Fig. 11. Comparison of the JO parameterization with the corresponding transitions using the excitation and emission spectra. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [77]. 
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compounds, only the second decimal would be affected and this theo-
retical approach can be of high relevance. See as an example Fig. 12, 
which highlights the minor deviation of the refractive index in the 
600–700 nm range for a simple oxide (Y2O3), complex oxides (Y3Al5O12, 
MgAl2O4), and a fluoride (LaF3). The values were taken from the Mikhail 
Polyanskiy database [84]. 

In order to prove the validity of this method, the theoretical mean 
refractive indices of the above-mentioned compounds were calculated 
using the Anderson-Eggleton equation. The crystal structure data were 
taken from the Springer Materials database [85–88]. The results are 
summarized in Table 4 and, as highlighted with the relative errors, the 
theoretical values are extremely close to the reported ones. 

6. Inferring the site-selective symmetries of Eu3þ

When Eu3+ ions are embedded in a host lattice, they usually sub-
stitute other cations. This replacement can be isoelectronic (e.g., Y3+ ↔  
Eu3+ in Y2O3) or non-isoelectronic (e.g., Ca2+ ↔ Eu3+ in CaF2, or Ti4+

↔ Eu3+ in TiO2, which imply the generation of ionic vacancies 
[89–91]). Quite often, these substitutions produce low deviations in the 
crystal lattice, breaking the ideal site-symmetry of the host ions. One of 
the reasons explaining these deviations is the difference in the ionic 
radius between the host and the dopant ion. To have a better compre-
hension of the site-substitution, knowing the values of Eu3+ ionic radii 
for different coordination numbers (CN) is of great interest. However, 
the well-known Shannon’s radii database lacks all the values for Eu3+ in 
a CN > 9 [92], which is a drawback since host ions with such CN are 
quite common in solid-state materials, e.g., CN(Ca2+) = 12 in CaTiO3 
perovskite. To fill this gap, Jia [93] proposed an empirical formula to 
calculate the unknown crystal radii of trivalent and divalent rare earth 
ions with 6 ≤ CN ≤ 12. Table 5 shows the ionic radii of Eu3+ with 
different coordination numbers. Apart from that, dopants can also be 
distributed irregularly in the particles of a compound, resulting in 
different site occupations. One recurrent example can be found in the 
interfaces or grain boundaries of a particle, since Eu3+ ions occupying 
their vicinities tend to possess low symmetries and present broad signals 
and non-well-resolved emission spectra [94,95]. 

Widely discussed in the literature, the particular features of the 
trivalent europium ion make it possible to use it as a site-sensitive 

structural probe. Both the 5D0 and 7F0 states are non-degenerate (J =
0). Thus, if the frequency of the pumping excitation source is tuned over 
the inhomogeneous bandwidth of the 7F0–5D0 transition, the Stark 
splitting observed in the emission spectrum will only result from the 
local crystal field of Eu3+ ions situated at a given site with a corre-
sponding point group symmetry [96]. However, it must be highlighted 
that to record an emission spectrum with high resolution, the temper-
ature must be as low as possible to avoid vibronic contributions. Because 
of this, the most powerful spectroscopic technique to perform these 
experiments is laser-induced fluorescence line narrowing (FLN), which 
requires the use of cryogenic working conditions [97]. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to infer the site-selective symmetries of 
Eu3+ ions by analyzing the emission profile and the number of Starks 
components for each 5D0→7FJ transition (see Table 6). Special attention 
should be paid to the 5D0→7F0–4 splitting, and care should be taken with 
the 5D0→7F5,6 transitions because the number of J components observed 
is usually lower than the predicted ones due to overlapping between the 
emission lines. 

7. Conclusions 

In this review, a brief introduction to the electronic features of the 
luminescent Eu3+ ion is first presented in order to lay the foundations for 
some remarks on optical spectroscopy in Sections 1 and 2. This 
description is followed by some important symmetry concepts that allow 
a good comprehension of the character of electronic transitions in lan-
thanides (ED, MD, and QD). 

Section 3 provides some useful insights that help properly interpret 
the emission spectrum of Eu3+. Aspects discussed include how to assign 
the bands correctly while being careful to consider possible emissions 
associated with transitions from higher excited states (5D1,2,3). Detailed 
information regarding the phonon energy of solid materials with some 
common examples is also included. Moreover, the cross-relaxation 
phenomena are discussed in order to have a deeper understanding of 
the physical processes involved when emissions from different excited 
states occur. The quantification of the color emission of a phosphor by 
the CIE xy diagram is presented, focusing on the low time-consuming 
free software packages available for researchers. 

Section 4 gives practical advice about the calculation and interpre-
tation of the asymmetry ratio, which is probably the most discussed 
parameter in the literature on the Eu3+ emission. The asymmetry ratio 
should be calculated from the emission spectrum with a proper detector 
delay time, while the Jacobian transformation is not required in most 
cases. Additionally, a short explanation of some misconceptions about 
this parameter is also presented. 

Section 5 is devoted to the famous Judd Ofelt parameters. After 
explaining the history and some minor concepts of this theory, it is noted 
how the explosion of works using this parameter (most of them about 
Eu3+-doped materials) is mainly due to the electronic peculiarities of 

Fig. 12. Evolution and deviation (Δn) of the refractive index in the 600–700 
nm range for Y2O3, Y3Al5O12, MgAl2O4, and LaF3 compounds. 

Table 4 
Cell volume of the different host lattices (VCell), number of formula units (Z), 
total polarizability (αT), mean refractive index calculated (ncalc) at 589.3 nm, 
and relative error (δn) in the calculation of n.  

Compound VCell (Å3) Z αT (Å3) ncalc nreal δn (%) 

Y2O3 1060.50 16 10.34 1.95 1.93 1.0 
Y3Al5O12 1731.46 8 29.13 1.81 1.83 1.1 
MgAl2O4 542.34 8 8.01 1.71 1.72 0.6 
LaF3 329.98 6 6.04 1.65 1.60 3.1  

Table 5 
Ionic radii (Å) of Eu3+ with different coordination numbers (CN).  

CN = 6 CN = 7 CN = 8 CN = 9 CN = 10 CN = 11 CN = 12 

0.947 1.01 1.066 1.12 1.17 1.23 1.28  
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this lanthanide. Following on with the practical character of this review, 
the most interesting computational programs are commented on to 
facilitate the scientist’s work. Attention is also drawn to the methodol-
ogy presented, which allows the refractive indices of a material to be 
calculated theoretically when there is no data available. 

Finally, Section 6 briefly reviews some interesting facts and advice 
about the utility of using Eu3+ as a site-sensitive structural probe that 
can be useful for understanding the structure-property relation of a 
material. 
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Symmetry class Point group 7F0 
7F1 

7F2 
7F3 

7F4 Symmetry class Point group 7F0 
7F1 

7F2 
7F3 

7F4 

Icosahedral Ih 0 1 0 0 0 Tetragonal C4 1 2 2 3 5 
Cubic Oh, Th 0 1 0 0 0 S4 0 2 3 4 4 
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